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ABSTRACT

Asthma is characterized as a chronic inlammatory airway disease associated with airway ibrosis 

that leads to thickening of the airway wall and a reduction in lung function. Using histological stains 

for over 90 years has led to the understanding that the ibrosis in asthmatic airways is mainly the 

result of increased collagen deposition within the basement membrane and lamina propria of the 

airway mucosa. However, histological stains are not able to resolve the biochemical and structural 

composition of speciic extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins such as ibrillar collagen formation, which 

is found in ibrotic scar tissue. Here, we used nonlinear optical microscopy (NLOM) for label-free 

visualization of ibrillar collagen (second harmonic generation) and elastin (two-photon excitation 

luorescence) ibers within airway tissue. By applying textural analysis algorithms, we demonstrate 

for the irst time that ibrillar collagen (scar tissue) is highly disorganized and fragmented within 

asthmatic airways, which can afect the structural composition and cellular responses within the 

airway tissue. Further, we demonstrate that asthmatic-derived ibroblasts are deicient in their ability 

to remodel ibrillar collagen I compared to healthy controls due to defective decorin production. 

This imaging approach has the potential to enhance the clinical interpretation of airway remodeling 

in asthma and direct new avenues of research for therapeutic strategies to prevent tissue ibrosis. 
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INTRODUCTION

An estimated 300 million people worldwide sufer from asthma, with 250,000 annual deaths 

attributed to the disease1. Treating life-long suferers with asthma in the US alone cost over $56 

billion, in the most recent assessment in 20072,3. While reliever therapies exist for asthma symptoms, 

there is still no cure for the disease4. The disease is characterized as a chronic inlammatory airway 

disease associated with airway remodeling that involves all the tissues of the airway wall, including 

the epithelium, basement membrane, lamina propria5, smooth muscle and vascular structures4,6,7. To 

analyze airway remodeling, airway tissue biopsies are taken and several histological chemical stains 

such as Masson’s Trichrome or pentachrome stain are used to visualize tissue components8,9. Using 

such stains since 1927, it has been shown that collagen is greatly accumulated within asthmatic 

airways compared to controls10. However, such histological stains are not able to distinguish 

between non-ibrillar and ibrillar collagen, the latter being the predominant collagen found in 

scar tissue11. Additionally, the histological stains provide no information on the biochemical and 

structural characteristics of collagen ibers. 

Collagen is the most abundant protein in the animal kingdom and is found in all connective 

tissues, providing structural integrity of all internal organs12. Type I ibrillar collagen is the 

predominant collagen in the lung, skin, cornea, liver, tendon and bones and the concentration 

and distribution of collagen ibers is essential for the size, shape, density and strength of tissues13. 

Fibrillar collagens have a triple helix structure (known as a Madras helix), which imparts tremendous 

strength on the protein’s structure enabling it to act like “rebar” (reinforcement rods used in concrete 

construction) within the extracellular matrix14-16. Models of wound healing have shown that type III 

ibrillar collagen is the major collagen deposited following injury, however once the granulation 

tissue is remodeled to form a scar, it is primarily composed of type I ibrillar collagen17. During 

wound repair the ECM molecule elastin, which normally provides the ability of tissues to undergo 

repetitive strain and relaxation, such as during breathing, is lost16,18. While type I collagen is needed 

to repair the structure and function of damaged tissues, excessive collagen within a wound results in 

loss of anatomical structure, compromised function, and tissue ibrosis19,20. Conversely, insuicient 

collagen deposition results in weak scar tissue21. Therefore understanding collagen and elastin iber 

formation is vital to understanding normal wound healing and how this process is dysregulated in 

disease pathologies such as airway remodeling in asthma.

Here we report on the use of multimodal nonlinear optical microscopy (NLOM) imaging, which 

has the ability to visualize collagen (second-harmonic-generation) and elastin (two-photon excited 

auto luorescence (TPEF)) ibers without chemical stains22,23. We provide new insight into the 

organization of ibrillar collagen ibers in the remodeled airways of asthmatic donors compared 

to healthy controls using texture analysis. Further, we conirm our indings using transmission 

electron microscopy. Lastly, our data are supported by in vitro data, demonstrating that airway 

ibroblasts from matched asthmatic patients are unable to efectively remodel and contract 

collagen ibers compared to healthy controls. This study helps in expanding our understanding of 

collagen deposition and remodeling in asthma and creates potential opportunities for therapeutic 

intervention.
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METHODS

Human lung tissue & cell preparations

The lungs of 10 asthmatic and 10 non-asthmatic subjects, not suitable for transplantation, were 

donated for research through the International Institute for the Advancement of Medicine (IIAM, 

Edison, NJ, USA; www.iiam.org) and biobanked within the James Hogg Lung Registry (Ethics 

protocol number H00-50110). The demographics of the subject lungs assessed are shown in 

Table 1. This study was approved by the Providence Health Care Research Ethics Board (H13-02173). 

There was no statistical diference between the sex and age of the asthmatic and non-asthmatic 

Non-Asthma Asthma

Subjects 10 10

Age, mean (range) 17 (5-42) 21 (21-44)

Female/Male 3/7 5/5

Table 1 Characteristics of asthmatics and non-asthmatics from whom airway biopsies and primary airway 

ibroblasts were derived.

group of subjects. Airway and parenchymal tissue was dissected via blunt dissection and airway and 

parenchymal ibroblasts were derived using the outgrowth technique as previously described24,25. 

Donor lungs were then inlated with Tissue-Tek (Miles, Inc., Elkhart, IN) and frozen as per the 

James Hogg Lung Registry protocol previously described elsewhere26. Once frozen, lungs were 

band sawed into 2 cm lung slices; from each slice, a 15mm x 20 mm tissue sample was taken in an 

unbiased uniform fashion, ixed with formalin and parain embedded. Tissue cores were sectioned 

with a microtome at 5 µm to 20 µm thickness. A sequential section for all tissue blocks was used to 

identify all airways contained within each section and then segregated into small (< 2mm diameter) 

and large (> 2 mm diameter) airways. There was no statistical diference in the mean small airway 

diameter for non-asthmatics (704.1 µm ±83.1) versus asthmatics (753.1 µm ±117.2). This was also 

the case for the mean size of large airways in non-asthmatics (5.81 ± 0.98 mm) and asthmatics (5.3 

±1.27 mm). 

Airway samples were also ixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde for 2 hours, and then washed with 

cacodylate bufer, a solution of 1% osmium and 1% potassium ferrocyanide for 1 hour, and distilled 

water for transmission electron microscopy. Next, the samples were dehydrated through a graded 

acetone series and embedded in epoxy resin. The resin blocks were sectioned with a diamond knife 

on a Leica EM UC7 ultramicrotome, placed on Formvar-coated grids and stained with lead citrate 

and uranyl acetate for transmission electron microscopy. 

Non-Linear Optical Microscopy

Samples were investigated using an in-house built multimodal femtosecond nonlinear optical 

microscope which is capable of acquiring co-localized two-photon excited luorescence (TPEF) and 

second harmonic generation (SHG) images of a sample simultaneously, either in the forward- or in 

the epi-direction. Its general setup is shown in igure 1a. In summary, the laser source is a Ti:Sapphire 

oscillator. The output fs pulses from the Ti:sapphire oscillator are split into the relected pulses and 

the transmitted pulses using a beam splitter. The relected pulse is transmitted through various 
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optical components, including a delay line stage, and reaches the sample through an objective lens. 

Two non-descanned PMT detectors are mounted on the microscope for simultaneous detection of 

TPEF and SHG signals through arrays of dichroic and color ilters.  Typically 25 mW of pump and 8 

mW of Stokes (measured after the objective) were used for imaging. We used ScanImage (ver. 3.5) 

software for sample stage control and image acquisition. Post image processing and image viewing 

were carried out in ImageJ (ver 1.42b) and Matlab. We used a 20×, 0.75-NA objective lens in order to 

combine a large ield of view and a good spatial resolution.

Developed by Denk et al.27, TPEF microscopy measures the simultaneous absorption of two 

photons, where the total energy is equivalent to that of a single photon at half the wavelength,  

leading to electron excitation of luorescent molecules in the sample (igure 1b). Due to this 

excitation process, TPEF microscopy possesses some interesting features: enhanced depth of 

penetration owing to the use of a near infrared excitation, good optical sectioning, good axial 

resolution, and reduced photobleaching and photo-toxicity27-29. 

The second nonlinear optical process detected is the SHG30. It is a coherent elastic process where 

two excitation photons are combined in an optically nonlinear medium, to create a SHG photon 

with a wavelength exactly half of the excitation wavelength30. This process is summarized in the 

energy level diagram shown in igure1c. As the SHG signal arises from samples lacking inversion 

symmetry, SHG microscopy has been proven to be an ideal tool to analyze the spatial arrangement 

of collagen ibers in tissue and quantiication. Representative images showing the sub-epithelial 

region (SER) and the BM under the NLO microscope as well as images acquired from histology are 

presented in igure 2

Figure 1 - (a) Schematic of the home-built nonlinear optical microscope. Light source is a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond 

oscillator (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics). F-ISO: Faraday isolator; CM: chirp laser mirrors; M1, M2: mirrors; GS: salvo 

scanner; DM: dichroic mirror; BF: bandpass ilter; PMT: photomultiplier tube. Schematic description of two nonlinear 

optical techniques used in this study: (b) two-photon excited auto-luorescence (TPEF), used to image elastic ibers; 

(c) second harmonic generation (SHG), which was used to image collagen type-I. Examples showing H&E and Van 

Giesson stained tissue as well as label-free NLO images acquired at the (d) sub-epithelial region and at the (e) smooth-

muscle cells region from an asthmatics donor. Elastic ibers are color-coded in green (TPEF), collagen ibrils are shown 

in blue (SHG).
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Image analysis 

SHG images from the lamina propria regions of interest were acquired for each donor. Post image 

processing was performed in ImageJ software. Image background correction, intensity normalization 

and calculation of various image texture parameters were carried out using Matlab7.5. A custom-

built texture analysis toolkit based on some of the texture analysis functions available in the Matlab 

image processing toolbox was used to calculate gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) parameters. 

First order statistics (FOS) parameters were calculated using ImageJ’s analysis toolbox and plugins22. 

A general overview of all processing and data extracted from each SHG image is presented in online 

supplementary igure S1.

Texture Analysis

Texture analysis with the use of a GLCM was employed to calculate the probability of pixels within 

the image occurring with a particular gray-tone, in a predetermined direction and separated by a 

pre-deined distance as described by Haralick and colleagues31. This enabled us to compute the 

Entropy ( ) of ibrillar collagen which assessed the organization of collagen I ibrils. Textural 

features were extracted by using a Matlab custom-built texture analysis toolkit. Some functions 

were based on the Matlab image processing toolbox22 as well as ImageJ’s histogram analysis The 

co-occurrence matrix was calculated in four orientations: horizontal, vertical, and the two diagonals 

(directions deined by four angles: 0, 45, 90, and 135), and then the average value was obtained. A 

window size with 14 pixels was adopted to extract features from 8 bit images. 

Collagen gel contraction assays and analysis

Collagen gels were made as previously described32. Briely, 1 ml of 0.4 mg/ml type I Rat tail collagen 

(Corning) in DMEM was added to 12 well tissue-culture plates coated with 1% BSA (Sigma) in DMEM 

(Lonza) and allowed to polymerize for 16 h at 37°C. Collagen I gels were carefully detached from 

the sides of the plate before airway ibroblasts were trypsinized and seeded at a density of 40,000 

cells per gel in the presence or absence of 10 ng/ml TGF-β. Fibroblast contraction of collagen I gels 

after 72 hours was quantiied by imaging gels before and after the experiment and extent of gel 

contraction was analyzed using Image J software. Gels were then ixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 

Figure 2 - Examples showing Verhoef Van Giessen stained (a-b) tissue as well as label-free NLO images (c-e) acquired 

at the sub-epithelial region. Elastic ibers are shown in black and collagen is shown in brown-yellowish colour (a-b). 

Elastic ibers imaged with TPEF are shown in (c), and color-coded in white (e); collagen ibers, imaged by SHG are 

shown in (d) and colour coded in blue (e); epithelial cells are shown in magenta (e). BM: basement membrane; EP: 

epithelium; SER: sub-epithelial region.  
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SHG-NLOM as described above. The peak intensity of ibrillar collagen was expressed as arbitrary 

unit (au) and textural analysis to calculate entropy using a GLCM, was done as described above.

Optical Magnetic Twisting Cytometry (OTMC)

Cell stifness was measured using OTMC as previously described33,34. Briely, cells were seeded at 

passage 3 and grown to conluency on a 96 well plate with surface bound magnetic beads. Cells were 

then serum deprived and treated with control media or recombinant transforming growth factor 

(TGF)-β for 24 hours. The 96 well plate was then placed on the stage on an inverted microscope (DM-

IRB, Leica Microsystems) equipped with an electro-magnetic twisting device and a charge-coupled 

device camera (1,280 × 1,024 pixels, 12-bit gray scale, SensiCam, The Cooke, Auburn Hills, MI). Beads 

were twisted with a speciic torque of 56 Pa at 0.5 Hz, and the camera imaged the beads continuously 

(~200 beads at a time) at 16 frames per twisting cycle. Using an intensity centroid algorithm, the 

bead positions in each recorded image were automatically determined33 and Fourier transformation 

was used to extract the displacement of each bead in response to the applied torque33-35. Beads with 

erratic, irreproducible motions were not analyzed. Thus, for a given speciic torque (T̃) applied to a 

bead and the resultant bead displacement (D̃), as described above, a complex stifness (G̃) of the cell 

was deined as the ratio of the torque to the displacement, i.e., G̃ = (T̃/D̃) = G′ + iG”, where G′ is the 

in-phase component or elastic stifness, which we hereafter refer to.

Statistical Analysis

The Graphpad prism software version 6 was used to perform all statistical analysis. A Shapiro-

Wilk normality test was used and the data were found to be not normally distributed. The Mann-

Whitney U test was used to determine signiicant diferences while comparing non-asthmatics and 

asthmatics. The Wilcoxon signed rank test as well as t tests was used to assess signiicant diferences 

between paired observations p-value lower than 0.05 was considered to be statistically signiicant. 

RESULTS

Fibrillar collagen is disorganized in the lamina propria of both small and large airways of 

asthmatic subjects

Representative NLOM images of a cross-section through a large airway are shown for a non-asthmatic 

and asthmatic donor (igure 3a). First order statistics analysis demonstrated increased levels of 

ibrillar collagen (igure 3b) but not elastin (igure 3c) in the laminar propria of large airways from 

asthmatics compared to non-asthmatics. Using texture analysis, we found signiicantly increased 

entropy of ibrillar collagen I in asthmatics compared to non-asthmatics (igure 3d), indicating 

that collagen ibers are more disorganized in asthmatic airways while the entropy of elastin was 

unchanged (igure 3e). When we assessed the small airways, we found a similar increase in the signal 

intensity of ibrillar collagen (igure 3f ) but not elastin (igure 3g) in the lamina propria of asthmatics 

compared to non-asthmatics. Using texture analysis, we also found signiicantly increased entropy 

of ibrillar collagen ibers in the lamina propria of the small airways of asthmatics compared to non-

asthmatic donors (igure 3h), while elastin was unafected (igure 3i).
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Figure 3 Fibrillar collagen I is increased and disorganised in the lamina propria of asthmatic airways. a) 

Representative SHG-NLOM and TPEF images showing the lamina propria of large airways of a non-asthmatic 

compared to an asthmatic showing ibrillar collagen I signal in blue and elastin in white. SHG-NLOM and TPEF 

imaging was done in the large airways comparing non-asthmatic and non-asthmatic individuals. b) Mean intensity 

levels of ibrillar collagen I c) Mean intensity levels of elastin d) Entropy of ibrillar collagen I after textural analysis e) 

Entropy of elastin after textural analysis. SHG-NLOM and TPEF imaging was done in the small airways comparing 

non-asthmatic and non-asthmatic individuals, f ) Mean intensity levels of ibrillar collagen I g) Mean intensity levels 

of elastin h) Entropy of ibrillar collagen I after textural analysis i) Entropy of elastin after textural analysis. Graphics 

with blue bars represent results obtained from collagen images and graphics with gray bars represent results obtained 

from elastin images. A: asthmatics; NA: non-asthmatics; L: lumen. Diferences were considered statistically signiicant 

for p<0.05.
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Collagen ibers are disorganized at the ibril level

Using the resolution of transmission electron microscopy, we were able to assess the organization of 

collagen ibers at the ibrillar level. As shown in igure 4a, when we assessed collagen ibers within 

the laminar propria in cross-section, we found that asthmatic ibers have a disorganized structure 

of collagen ibrils compared to collagen ibers from non-asthmatics. We quantiied the ibrils using 

a circularity score, where 0 would be a line and 1.0 a perfect circle. We found asthmatic donors had 

signiicantly more variation in object size compared to non-asthmatic donors (igure 4b).

Figure 4 Collagen ibrils are disorganized in biopsies from asthmatic airways. a) Representative transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) images comparing a cross-section of a collagen iber from the lamina propria of a non-

asthmatic to an asthmatic airway. b) A histogram of the collagen ibrils Circularity score distribution is shown. The 

mean score for non-asthmatics was 0.48 and for asthmatics was 0.82, and was statistically distinct (p<0.05).

Airway ibroblasts derived from asthmatic donors are defective in collagen 1 contraction

Using a free-loating collagen I gel assay, we assessed if airway ibroblasts that are normally present 

within the lamina propria are responsible for the defective packing of collagen I in asthma. Figure 

5a shows representative images of collagen I gel contraction 72 hours after seeding with ibroblasts 

derived from both the large conducting airways or lung parenchyma of asthmatic and non-

asthmatic donors. We found that airway ibroblasts derived from asthmatic patients are unable to 
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contract collagen I gels as well as non-asthmatic derived airway ibroblasts when quantiied by gel 

area (igure 5b). However, this abnormal response is speciic to asthmatic airway derived ibroblasts 

as there was no diference in collagen I contraction by parenchymal lung ibroblasts derived from 

the same asthmatic and non-asthmatic donors (igure 5c). The pro-ibrotic cytokine TGF-β is a well-

known activator of ibroblasts during repair; however treatment with 10 ng/ml TGF-β for 72 hours 

did not alter the response of asthmatic-derived airway ibroblasts nor non-asthmatic-derived airway 

ibroblasts (igure 5d). 

To determine if defective collagen I gel contraction by asthmatic-derived airway ibroblasts 

was due to abnormal collagen iber formation, we analyzed the expression of ibrillar collagen I 

using SHG-NLOM. Figure 5e is a representative image of SHG-NLOM imaging of collagen I gels after 

contraction comparing non-asthmatic and asthmatic–derived airway ibroblasts. As shown in igure 

5f, collagen I gels seeded with asthma-derived airway ibroblasts had a signiicantly lower SHG peak 

intensity signal for ibrillar collagen compared to non-asthmatic ibroblasts. Using texture analysis 

we also assessed the orientation of ibrillar collagen within the collagen I gels and found that the 

ibrillar collagen present in the collagen I gels seeded with asthma-derived airway ibroblasts had 

a greater measure of entropy, indicating more disorganization of collagen ibers compared to non-

asthmatic airway ibroblast seeded gels (igure 5g).

Figure 5 Defective collagen I remodeling by asthma-derived airway ibroblasts. Primary parenchymal and 

airway ibroblasts from non-asthmatics and asthmatics were grown to conluence, seeded in collagen I gels in and 

allowed to contract for 72 hours. a) Representative gel contraction images, b) Percentage gel contraction of airway 

ibroblasts c) Percentage gel contraction of parenchymal lung ibroblasts d) Percentage gel contraction of airway 

ibroblasts after stimulating with and without 10 ng/ml TGF-β, e) Representative images of ibrillar collagen 1 taken 

using second harmonic generation (SHG) assessed using non-linear optical microscopy (NLOM) in gels, f ) SHG peak 

intensity of ibrilar collagen I g) Entropy score for collagen I ibre orientation derived using textural analysis of SHG-

NLOM images.  *=P<0.05, **=P<0.01 and ****=p<0.0001 between the indicated values.
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Fibroblast cytoskeletal functions are not altered in asthmatic-derived airway ibroblasts 

To understand the mechanism involved in the defective repair of ibrillar collagen I by asthma-

derived airway ibroblasts, we irst assessed the rheology of airway ibroblasts using Optical 

Magnetic Twisting Cytometry, which enables the measurement of cell stifness in live cells33,34. As 

shown in igure 6a, there was no diference in the basal cell stifness of airway ibroblasts derived 

from asthmatic and non-asthmatics. To assess if a diference in cell stifness exists in response 

to ibrogenic factors, we stimulated ibroblasts with TGF-β and again found no diference in cell 

stifness (igure 6b). 

Figure 6 Asthma and non-asthma-derived airway ibroblasts are not diferent in cell stifness. Primary airway 

ibroblasts from non-asthmatics and asthmatics were seeded on 96 well plates in the presence for optical magnetic 

twisting experiments to measure cell stifness presented as G1 (Pa/nm). a) Basal cell stifness comparing non-asthma 

and asthma-derived ibroblasts, b) Cell stifness of non-asthma and asthma-derived ibroblasts after stimulation with 

TGF-β.

Asthmatic-derived airway ibroblasts produce less decorin, essential for normal collagen 

packaging

First, to ensure defective collagen I contraction was not due to a diference in the expression of 

collagen I, we examined protein expression and found no diference in the expression of collagen I 

protein between asthmatic-derived and non-asthmatic-derived airway ibroblasts (igure 7a). Lysyl 

oxidase (LOX) is an essential extracellular enzyme produced by ibroblasts for the cross-linking of 

collagen and other ECM molecules. When we assessed the expression of LOX protein in airway 

ibroblasts from asthmatic and non-asthmatic donors seeded in collagen I gels, we also found no 

statistical diferences (igure 7b). Decorin is an important proteoglycan vital for cross-linking as well 

as the spacing of collagen ibers. When we assessed airway ibroblasts seeded in collagen I gels 

for the expression of decorin, we found that asthmatic-derived airway ibroblasts had signiicantly 

lower expression of decorin protein compared to airway ibroblasts from non-asthmatics (igure 7c).
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DISCUSSION

The presented NLOM analysis demonstrates essential new insights into the disorganization 

of ibrillar collagen ibers in the remodeled airways of asthmatic donors. For nearly a century, 

histological stains have been used as the gold standard to visualize morphological changes in 

asthmatic airways.  The importance of NLOM in addition to these histological stains is that important 

information is obtained on the biochemical and structural characteristics of ECM ibers. Further, we 

demonstrate that airway ibroblasts from asthmatic patients are unable to efectively remodel and 

contract collagen ibers compared to healthy controls, which provides a potential mechanism for 

collagen iber disorganization in asthma.

All components of the airway wall (adventitia, submucosa and smooth muscle) have been shown 

to be increased by 50 – 300 % in cases of fatal asthma and 10-100% in cases of non-fatal asthma 

compared with non-asthmatic controls36-38. Many elements contribute to this response, including an 

increase in airway smooth muscle; edema; inlammatory cell iniltration; glandular hypertrophy; and 

connective tissue deposition38. Regarding connective tissue and speciically collagen deposition, the 

majority of studies have focused on changes in the basement membrane (lamina reticularis). While 

the relationship of asthma severity with the degree of basement membrane thickening remains 

uncertain, the majority of studies have demonstrated that the basement membrane is thickened in 

all asthmatics compared to controls39. Furthermore, these changes in the basement membrane can 

be observed after 1 year of birth40. As yet, there are limited data on the collagen composition in the 

lamina propria of asthmatic subjects. Evaluation of the lamina propria is important as it has a larger 

area than the basement membrane, and therefore has the potential to exert a greater efect on 

airway narrowing37. Also, inlammatory cells are prominent in the lamina propria, and its anatomical 

location places the lamina propria adjacent to the airway smooth muscle, which is thickened in 

asthma41. Patients with moderate to severe asthma have been shown to have more collagen III and V 

in the lamina propria compared to healthy controls and mild asthmatics39 whereas other studies did 

not show any diferences in collagen deposition in the lamina propria between asthmatics and non-

Figure 7 Lower protein expression of decorin but not lysyl oxidase in asthma-derived airway ibroblasts. 

Primary airway ibroblasts non-asthmatics and asthmatics were grown to conluence, seeded in collagen I gels in 

and allowed to contract for 72 hours. a) Relative protein expression of collagen Iα1 normalized to total protein b) 

Relative protein expression of lysyl oxidase normalized to total protein c) relative protein of Decorin normalized to β2-

microglobulin. *=P<0.05 between the indicated values.
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asthmatics11,42. A potential explanation for the conlicting results is that the subjects in these studies 

were on varying steroid treatments for severe asthma and that these studies used endo-bronchial 

biopsies, for which it is diicult to sample the lamina propria consistently between subjects. 

In this study, using tissue sections from non-transplantable donor lungs and NLOM, we 

demonstrate for the irst time that the lamina propria in asthmatic airways contains more 

disorganized ibrillar collagen. Further, we demonstrate that texture analysis (GLCM) enables us 

to understand more about the tissue environment and biochemical properties of collagen in the 

asthmatic airways, whereby we report that ibrillar collagen is disorganized and fragmented in the 

lamina propria. We have previously validated the use of GLCM parameters to efectively quantify 

the biochemical properties of ibrillar collagen in a myocardium infarct rat model22. With regard 

to the structural properties of collagen, it has been shown that the arrangement of tropocollagen 

molecules into a staggered assembly of collagen ibrils enables collagen to withstand tensile strains 

of up to 50% before they break43. Thus, the structural formation of ibrillar collagens is essential for 

the biochemical properties of tissues under load or strain43. In this study, we demonstrate that ibrillar 

collagen within the lamina propria of the asthmatic airways is disorganized both at the iber and ibril 

level. No studies have focused on the relationship of collagen cross-linking (collagen organization) 

and the tensile properties of the airway tissue. However, it has been shown in lung parenchymal 

tissue that the total amount of collagen ibers correlates with the resistance and elasticity of the 

tissue44. There is also signiicant literature from surgical repair models of the skin showing that the 

tensile strength of the repairing tissue increases as collagen-cross linking occurs45,46. With regard 

to elastin, we found no diference in the signal intensity or the organization of elastin ibers in the 

lamina propria between asthmatic and non-asthmatic donors. This is contradictory to Mauad et al 

1999., who demonstrated elastosis and fragmentation of elastic ibers when assessing the whole 

airway mucosa of fatal asthmatics compared to non-asthmatic airways47. The only diference in 

these studies is that the latter used histological stains and morphometric quantiication in the entire 

airway compared to NLOM and texture analysis in the lamina propria in the present study.

Changes in individual ECM components or networks as in the case of collagen and elastin could 

contribute to changes in airway mechanics through changes in tissue biomechanics and geometric 

efects48. The incorporation of morphologic and physiologic measurements  on asthmatic and non-

asthmatic tissues into mathematical models has demonstrated that the magnitude of airway wall 

thickening is suicient to contribute substantially to asthmatic airway hyperresonsiveness (AHR)49. 

Furthermore, the “perturbed equilibrium hypothesis” suggests that airway wall thickening can 

destabilize the dynamic forces that control airway caliber, causing airway collapse50. Despite this, 

pulmonary measurements in asthmatics have shown the airways to be less distensible5. Future 

studies have to show how modeling disorganized ibrillar collagen in the asthmatic airways would 

afect airway closure and AHR. 

From the late stages of gestation to adult life, the collagen content in the lung increases 5-fold51. 

Speciically in the rabbit, it has been shown in the maturing lung, rapid growth after birth, leads to a 

15% increase in collagen synthesis relative to the rate of total protein synthesis which declines after 

two months51,52. However, no such data exist on human lungs or on how collagen deposition may 

difer in the lungs of asthmatics. The current study consisted of donor lungs from both children (4 – 

15 years of age) and young adults (18 -25 years of age). Despite the young age of the donors in this 
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study, we demonstrate signiicant collagen deposition and remodeling consistent with previous 

autopsy studies on fatal asthmatics with subjects greater than 40 years of age37. Therefore, these 

data further support the notion that airway remodeling occurs early in the pathogenesis of asthma. 

Whether the collagen deposition in the maturing lung is afected by early life events that contribute 

to asthma pathogenesis is still to be determined.  

While collagen I is capable of spontaneously forming ibrils in vitro in the absence of cells14, 

assembly in vivo requires the presence of ibronectin, integrins, lysyl oxidase, and decorin, thus 

enabling cellular control over assembly and organization14. The primary cell responsible for collagen 

formation are ibroblasts which in the airway are mainly situated in lamina propria53. In the present 

study we demonstrated that compared to controls, airways ibroblasts from asthma patients are 

abnormal in their ability to remodel denatured ibrillar collagen I compared to patient-matched 

parenchymal derived ibroblasts. The free loating 3D collagen I gels used in the present study 

enabled us to mimic the tissue micro-environment enabling ibroblasts to interact with collagen 

I through dendritic extensions and subsequently actin stress ibers once gels are contracted54. 

During tissue damage and repair, activated ibroblasts secrete ECM components such as collagen 

while interacting with and remodeling them55. In the sputum of asthmatics, collagen synthesis 

by measurement of the procollagen type I C-terminal peptide has been shown to be elevated, 

and signiicantly increase upon exacerbations56. In our in vitro model, there was no diference in 

collagen I protein production by airway ibroblasts between asthmatics and non-asthmatics. Again 

further stimulation of airway ibroblasts seeded on collagen I gels with TGF-β caused no signiicant 

alterations in their rate of contraction. These data indicate that ibrillar collagen I disorganization 

was due to an intrinsic abnormal remodeling by asthmatic-derived ibroblasts. Further, this defect 

was only observed in airway-derived ibroblasts and not parenchymal-derived ibroblasts from the 

same donor, indicating that this defect is speciic to the airways.

To determine the underling defect that led to the abnormal remodeling phenotype of airway 

ibroblasts in asthmatics, we assessed if there were diferences in the cytoskeletal and contractile 

ilament activity as determined by cell stifness34. We found no diference in basal or TGF-β-

stimulated stifness of airway ibroblasts comparing asthmatics to non-asthmatics. Fibroblast 

synthesis and remodeling of collagen involves a complex series of intra and extracellular events 

that involves synthesis of procollagen α chains, packaging and exporting by secretory vesicles 

into the extracellular matrix where ibrils are assembled57. Assembled ibrils are then stabilized 

by covalent cross-linking which is highly dependent on the activity of the lysyl oxidase enzyme58. 

However, we found no signiicant diference in the expression of lysyl oxidase comparing airway 

ibroblasts from controls and asthmatics. Additionally, collagen synthesis is highly inluenced by 

small leucine rich proteoglycans (SLRP), such as decorin, which is essential for coating the surface 

and spacing of ibrils59. We found a lower protein expression of decorin in the asthmatic-derived 

airway ibroblasts compared to controls. This is line with studies demonstrating that, in addition 

to the spacing and coating of collagen ibers, decorin is involved in the modulation of ibroblast 

collagen I gel contraction by increasing the mechanical properties of contracting gels60,61. As further 

support of the indings of the current study, decreased expression of decorin has been associated 

with defective repair and collagen disorganization in other chronic lung diseases62,63. 

A limitation of the present study is that NLOM does not enable us to distinguish between types 
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of ibrillar collagens. As ibrillar collagen types I and III have been shown to be the major ibrillar 

collagens in both wounded and unwounded lung tissue,64 we can infer that the ibrillar collagen 

signal detected is composed of collagen I and III. Further research will be required to develop 

standards to diferentiate which ibrillar collagen is altered in asthma.

In conclusion, using NLOM and texture analysis we demonstrate that ibrillar collagen in the 

lamina propria of asthmatic airways is increased and most importantly is disorganized. In aging 

skin it has been shown that fragmented collagen ibers impairs wound healing, vascularization65, 

and cannot support normal cell morphology and mechanical tension in ibroblasts66,67. As we 

demonstrate that airway, but not parenchymal derived ibroblasts contribute to abnormal 

organization of ibrillar collagen I ibers, our in vitro data suggest that abnormal collagen packaging 

by airway ibroblasts may play a signiicant role in the development of airway remodeling. Because 

of the abnormal ibril organization, this does not only imply simple thickening of the airway wall, 

but also efects on ECM  signaling to inlammatory and resident cells in the airways.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Figure S1 An overview of data processing and of SHG images. (a) SHG images from collagen present within 

asthmatics and non-asthmatics airways were acquired; (b) each images was then pre-processed in order to correct 

background and intensity normalization; (c) the number of objects present in each images as well as the fractal 

dimension of collagen ibers and bundles was calculated; (d) the preferred direction of accumulated ibers in each 

sample was also recorded; inally, (e) several textural parameter were extracted, from both irst and second order 

statistics (FOS and GLCM, respectively).
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